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Efficient Aero-Structural Wing Optimization
Using Compact Aerofoil Decomposition
D.J. Poole ∗, C.B. Allen †, T.C.S. Rendall‡
Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Bristol, Bristol, BS8 1TR, U.K.
Aerodynamic shape optimization of an aero-structural transonic wing is presented using
a compact set of design variables. Modal decomposition (via singular value decomposition)
of a training library of aerofoils to extract a compact set of aerofoil design variables has
previously been shown to be highly effective. These have been used for high-fidelity global
optimization of aerofoils. Hence, this work applies these design variables to optimization of
an aero-structural wing. A representative transonic aircraft wing with defined structural
modes is optimized as a rigid and aeroelastic shape. For fixed planform optimization, using
as few as nine variables at ten spanwise sections is enough permit shock-free solutions
when using a gradient-based optimizer for both the rigid and aeroelastic shapes. A drag
reduction of 21.7% of the rigid wing is obtained. However, the aero-structural solution
of the optimised rigid wing shows a shocked solution, demonstrating the need to consider
the optimization of the aeroelastic shape. As such, optimization of the aeroelastic wing is
considered, where a drag reduction of and 29.7% is obtained against the aeroelastic baseline
wing.
I. Introduction and Background
The design of an aircraft is inherently an exercise in the coupling and subsequent compromise of multiple,
and often independent, disciplines. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the design of aircraft wings, where
the aerodynamic performance typically dominates, but where the design is dictated by the behaviour of many
other disciplines. Multi-disciplinary analysis (MDA) is the framework that proceeds when analysis of each
discipline is integrated into an overall coupled system. Furthermore, beyond analysis, the overall multi-
disciplinary system may be linked to an optimization process leading to the multi-disciplinary optimization
(MDO) framework [1].
Commonly, engineering optimization problems embed high-fidelity computational analysis into the pro-
cess, which is used to determine various metrics against which to optimise. The problem then reduces to
that of finding the optimum design (often a geometric problem) that optimises a cost function subject to
constraint functions. The cost and constraint functions typically rely on outputs from the analysis. An
optimization algorithm is then required to link the analysis to the design process, where the algorithm uses
values of the cost and constraints to determine a vector of design variables that link to changes in the design
to hopefully improve the cost. A parameterization is the vehicle that governs how the design variables affect
the design. An example single-discipline problem is finding the optimum aerodynamic aerofoil or wing shape
to minimise drag subject to a constraint on lift, where a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver is used
to determine the aerodynamic performance; see [2–7] for example.
In aircraft wing design, the aero-structural coupled system dominates the performance. When determin-
ing aerodynamic performance of the wing in flight, the static wing shape is deflected as aerodynamic loads are
transferred to the structure and an equilibrium state results. Simulation of this system commonly requires
coupling of separate CFD and computational structural mechanics (CSM) solvers in a partitioned manner
[8–11]. This solution approach has the advantage of requiring little development of new codes, with the main
development requirements being the solution coupling, and the force and displacement interpolation and
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mesh deformation needed due to non-coincident fluid and structural meshes. The coupling requires that an
outer iteration loop be added to march the solution to equilibrium. The interpolation and mesh deformation
are often handled separately, but a unified approach using radial basis function (RBF) interpolation was
shown to be highly effective [12]. A similar approach, but using B-spline-based methods, has also recently
been presented [13]. An alternative solution approach is the monolithic method, where a single solver that
solves the governing equations synchronously is developed [14, 15]. While accuracy and convergence tends
to be better with the monolithic approach, the development costs are a barrier. For example, all four codes
that submitted results to the aero-structural benchmarking case of the Sixth AIAA CFD Drag Prediction
Workshop used a partitioned solution approach [16].
Once a suitable aero-structural solver is developed, full MDO of the wing that optimises for the perfor-
mance of the coupled aerodynamic and structural responses can be realised. There exists a deep history
of performing ever increasing fidelity of aero-structural optimization [17]. Due to the cost associated with
aero-structural optimization, local gradient-based optimization algorithms have usually been the tool of
choice. The problem then exists of determining the gradients of the cost and constraints with respect to
the design variables. The adoption of the adjoint approach [18] permits all gradients of flow quantities with
respect to surface changes to be evaluated for a computing cost that is similar to a single flow solution. Using
this, coupled aero-structural adjoint methods have been presented [19–21], which has permitted high-fidelity,
large-scale aero-structural optimization [22]. Furthermore, recent developments include the ongoing work to
couple more disciplines into the process, including coupling aerodynamics, structures and acoustics in a fully
coupled unsteady optimization of rotorcraft [23].
Large design variable problems permit detailed small-scale optimisation. However, the quantity of design
variables has a significant effect on the convergence of the optimiser, as well as the definition of multimodality
in the problem. Furthermore, while gradient-based methods are the most popular optimization algorithms in
MDO, if alternatives (such as population-based) methods are to be exploited, then lower-dimensional design
spaces become key. Dimensionality reduction techniques have become a useful approach for reducing the
dimensionality associated with aerodynamic shape optimization. Of these, singular value decomposition-
based approaches take a training matrix of data (for example a number of aerofoil shapes [24, 25]), and
project a reduced-order basis approximation of the original data. Work by the authors has shown that this
is a very efficient approach for producing a reduced set of aerofoil deformation modes [26] that are suitable
for aerodynamic optimization of aerofoils [6] and wings [27]. The reduced set of modes has been used for
high-fidelity global optimization of aerofoils [6]. Furthermore, comprehensive experiments [28] have shown
singular value decomposition (SVD) modes to be the most efficient approach at representing a generic aerofoil
compared to most other commonly used parameterization methods. Recent work by Li et al. [29] has also
suggested this approach can allow for interactive aerofoil design.
The work presented in this paper extends the application of these modes further by considering high-
fidelity aero-structural wing optimization. The overall goal of this work is to make high-fidelity global
multi-disciplinary optimization of wings a reality, and the use of a compact aerofoil decomposition for the
design variables is a pillar to this goal.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: the compact modal decomposition and how this is
applied to wing optimization is outlined in section II; the solver and datum solution is presented in section
III; the optimization problem and chosen optimizer is presented in section IV; results and analysis is given
in section V; conclusions are given in VI.
II. Decomposition for Wing Design Variables
The design variables used in the optimization process are the weightings of various sectional deformations.
These sectional deformations come about by performing a matrix decomposition that uses SVD on a training
library of aerofoils. The resulting modes represent a reduced basis projection of the full-basis aerofoil design
space, however, the SVD also produces a reduced-basis projection that is the most efficient way of representing
the full-basis space. Full wing deformations are separable into sectional and planform deformations, which
is also performed here. The aerofoil deformation modes from the SVD are applied sectionally, then planform
deformations are applied. The full process of obtaining and applying these deformations are described below.
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II.A. SVD for Sectional Deformations
To obtain aerofoil deformation modes, a training library of aerofoils needs to first be collated. The selection
of the training library is one of the most important steps in this process since the characteristics of the library
map to the characteristics of the deformation modes. The authors have previously published work [26] that
used a metric-based filtering approach to select the training library. In this work, the library of aerofoils
is as previously used by the authors for transonic aerofoil optimization [6]. The aerofoil data was obtained
from the UIUC databasea, and was subsequently smoothed and re-parameterised to ensure consistency.
A training library contains M aerofoils each parameterised with N surface points, where the i-th surface
point of the m-th aerofoil has coordinates (xim , zim). To obtain aerofoil deformation modes, the vector
difference between each surface point of all aerofoils is computed. The vector difference of the i-th surface
point between the m-th and n-th aerofoils is given as (∆xim,n ,∆zim,n), and this is stacked into a single
vector:
[∆x1m,n , . . . ,∆xNm,n ,∆z1m,n , . . . ,∆zNm,n ]
T
Hence, this process produces Mdef = M(M − 1)/2 deformation vectors, which are collated into a single
deformation matrix that has 2N rows and Mdef columns:
Ψ =

∆x11,2 · · · ∆x11,M ∆x12,3 · · · ∆x1M−1,M
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
∆xN1,2 · · · ∆xN1,M ∆xN2,M · · · ∆xNM−1,M
∆z11,2 · · · ∆z11,M ∆z12,3 · · · ∆z1M−1,M
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
∆zN1,2 · · · ∆z11,M ∆zN2,M · · · ∆zNM−1,M

The deformation matrix has an SVD given by:
Ψ = UΣVT (1)
where U is an orthonormal 2N × 2N matrix, Σ is a diagonal matrix with min{2N,Mdef} diagonal entries
arranged in descending order, and VT is an orthonormal Mdef ×Mdef matrix. The columns of U contain
the aerofoil deformation modes, and these are extracted column-wise and used for the optimization. The
diagonal entries of Σ contain the singular values, which may be used to determine now much ‘energy’ each
mode has to the overall system.
The use of the SVD here is for geometric filtration of the high-degree training matrix into a low-degree
representation use deformation modes. To do this, the first D modes (i.e. first D columns of U) may be
extracted and a D-rank approximation of the original matrix may be obtained by:
Ψ ≈ Ψ(D) = U˜Σ˜V˜T (2)
where the tilde is used to denote reduced forms of the SVD matrices. Once a low-rank approximation is
found through SVD, the following is true [30]:
‖Ψ−Ψ(D)‖F ≤ ‖Ψ−Φ‖F (3)
where Φ is any matrix of rank D and ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm. Hence, the error between the low-rank
approximation and the full rank approximation will always be at least as good as the error between any other
k-rank matrix and the full-rank matrix. In this sense, the SVD produces an optimal low order projection of
the higher dimensional space into the lower dimensional one. The first four deformation modes are shown in
figure 1 (these are superimposed on NACA0012 for visualisation purposes). It is clear to see that the first
mode represents a thickness change, then the second represents a camber change, indicating that for this
library of aerofoils, these are the two most important aerofoil design parameters respectively.
ahttp://m-selig.ae.illinois.edu/ads/coord_database.html
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(a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2
(c) Mode 3 (d) Mode 4
Figure 1: First four aerofoil deformation modes (superimposed on NACA0012 for visualisation)
Given the required number of deformation modes, D, in the optimization, the design variables are the
weightings of each deformation mode. The overall deformation is then a linear superposition of each mode:
∆X =
D∑
i=1
αiUi (4)
where αi is the design variable relating to the i-th mode and Ui is the i-th mode, which is the i-th column
of U.
II.B. Application to Wing Deformation
The aerofoil deformation modes are surface deformations, however, to ensure body-fitted meshes are retained
in the optimization the mesh also needs to deform. Furthermore, the surface deformation modes are applied
sectionally, which is defined here.
The sectional deformations are applied at a fixed number of spanwise stations, i.e. equation 4 is applied
at these stations locally, and ten are used in this work. However, the sectional deformations can also be
applied in a global nature, and while this is not as flexible as local deformation, the authors have shown
global deformations to provide reasonable optimization results but at a fraction of the cost [27]. The sectional
deformations are applied using the RBF control point approach, where a set of control points are defined in
the fluid domain and global volume interpolation translates deformation of the control points to deformation
of the aerodynamic mesh. Hence, the modal deformations are used to drive deformation of the control points
that subsequently deform the wing surface and mesh. These deformations are decoupled, so the control point
modal deformations are determined off-line and then applied in the optimization process.
At the heart of this technique in an RBF interpolation developed originally for aero-structure coupling and
mesh motion by Rendall and Allen [12]. An RBF interpolation, s, is a linear combination of basis functions,
whose argument is the Euclidean distance, ‖ · ‖ between the point to be interpolated in the domain, x, and
the N points in the known data set. Therefore, the influence that a known point has is controlled by a
function, φ, that depends on the distance from the interpolated point:
s(x) =
N∑
i=1
βiφ(‖x− xi‖) + p(x) (5)
Control points decouple the shape deformations from the surface mesh and provide a unified framework
for surface and mesh deformation. Given nc control points, a global RBF interpolation of this nature provides
exact recovery of data at known sites, and interpolation of that data away from the sites. In the case of
optimization, the data to be interpolated is deformation of the control points, hence a deformation field is
created. The position of the aerodynamic mesh points in the field therefore defines the deformation of those
points. Since exact recovery of data at the know sites (in this case the position of the control points, which
for the j-th control point is defined as (xcj , ycj , zcj )) is specified, the interpolation takes the form:
∆xc = Mβ
x
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where
∆xc =

∆xc1
...
∆xcnc
 βx =

βx1
...
βxnc
 M =

φ1,1 · · · φ1,nc
...
. . .
...
φnc,1 · · · φnc,nc

and analogous definitions hold for the y and z coordinates. The radial basis function φi,j = φ(‖xci − xcj‖)
can take a number of forms, but the radially-decaying functions of Wendland [31] are a good choice for the
mesh deformation problem to give the interpolation a local character and ensure deformation is contained
in a region near the moving body. The C2 function is used here.
Once the linear system is solved, the resulting deformation field can be evaluated at the location of each
mesh point. The deformation of an aerodynamic mesh point is given by:
∆xa =
nc∑
i=1
βxi φ(‖xci − xa‖) (6)
with analogous definitions for y and z.
Using RBF interpolation has the advantage of being able to specify the level of control since control
points can be placed arbitrarily in, on the boundary, or outside the fluid domain. For example, figure 2
shows two different set-ups for the control points. However, irrespective of the location of the control points,
modal deformations defined on the aerofoil surface may not be coincident with the control points so control
point deformations must be defined. The authors [32] showed a number of techniques for achieving this,
and an inverse RBF interpolation is an effective approach. However, if the aerodynamic surface and control
points are coincident, the modal deformations are sampled at the control point sites and used directly.
Figure 2: Example of two different locations of control points
The set-up of control points around the wing used in this paper (see below) is shown in figure 3. Modal
deformations are applied sectionally at ten spanwise station (on the red control points), while intermediate
control points are used to permit smooth spanwise deformations between the deformation slices. The defor-
mation of blue points uses a partition of unity-blend of the deformation slices at either side. A trigonometric
function is used. The control point cage is transformed to the local wing coordinates. For example, figure 3
shows the cage around both a rigid wing and a deformed wing. Hence, the sequences of operations is given
a set of design variables, α, sectional deformations at the ten spanwise stations occurs (equation 4). The
intermediate sectional deformations are then calculated. Once all control point deformations are defined and
calculated, mesh deformation occurs.
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Figure 3: Control point cages around rigid and aeroelastic wing
III. Aero-structural Solver and Case Definition
The aero-structural solver is based on the structured multiblock solver of Allen [33, 34], with the coupled
solver added through the work of Rendall and Allen [12]. In the case considered in this work, the flow is
governed by the Euler equations, which are solved using finite volume integration with the Jameson-Schmidt-
Turkel scheme [35]. Convergence acceleration is achieved through multigrid [34]. A modal structural solver
is applied where coupling between the aerodynamic and structural grids, and subsequent mesh motion, is
achieved through RBF coupling [12] that uses a reduced point cloud between aerodynamic and structural
neighbour nodes [36]. Strong coupling of the two systems is employed for dynamic calculations. Newmark
temporal integration [37] is used to march the solution.
To demonstrate using the compact aerofoil decomposition for aero-structural optimization, the MDO
wing [38, 39] is used, where the structural model and associated structural mode shapes are defined. Figure
4 shows the MDO wing planform. Also shown is the aerodynamic surface mesh and the structural grid. For
the aerodynamic mesh, a 400,000 node, eight-block structured C-mesh was generated [40] which has a 129 ×
65 surface mesh, 25 nodes on either side of the wake, and 25 nodes between the inner and outer boundary.
Figure 5 shows the block structure and the near-field mesh. A 2515 node wing-box structural model is used
with the modes defined in Haase et al. [39]
Figure 4: MDO Wing and meshes in planform view
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Figure 5: Block structure and near-field mesh planes
Throughout this work, a trimmed cruise condition of CL = 0.4 at M∞ = 0.85 is used. Unless otherwise
stated, all wings are trimmed to this condition. The MDO wing has 18 defined structural modes and all are
used for this work. Using fewer structural modes makes almost no difference to the convergence of the system
and to the run-time of the solver. Hence, As such, to ensure an accurate solution, the full 18 prescribed
modes are used.
The performance metrics of the rigid and aeroelastic MDO wing are given in table 1, while surface
pressure contours are given in figure 6. The aeroelastic wing clearly oﬄoads outboard and shifts load
inboard, resulting in an overall lower root bending moment. However, this produces an overall drag penalty.
Table 1: Forces of rigid and aeroelastic MDO wing
CL CD CMx CMy ∆ztip
Rigid 0.4 0.0157 0.184 -0.481 0.0m
Aeroelastic 0.4 0.0179 0.144 -0.386 6.16m
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Figure 6: Surface CP of rigid and aeroelastic wing shapes
IV. Optimization Problem and Algorithm
A generic single-objective optimization problem optimizes a cost function, J , which is a function of a
vector of D design variables, α, subject to a vector of inequality constraints, g, and equality, h, constraints.
The problem considered in this paper is aerodynamic shape optimization. The objective is drag minimization
subject to constraints on lift, CL and internal volume V . The problem is given by:
minimise
α∈<D
CD
subject to CL ≥ 0.4
V ≥ V (initial)
(7)
The design variables of the problem are nine aerofoil deformation modes applied at ten equally spaced
sections across the span of the wing. Each mode at each section is a different design variable and results
in 90 variables. Furthermore, to allow induced drag to reduce, a linear (root-to-tip) twist variable is used,
and to allow balance of the lift loading, angle of attack is also a design variable. This results in 92 design
variables.
Using structural modal analysis is an effective means to determine the coupled aero-structural perfor-
mance of the wing. However, when used in an optimization process, the primary assumption is that modifying
the aerodynamic shape has minimal effect on the structural response. This assumption holds assuming the
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structure is not changed, and since a wing-box is modelled and no planform changes occur, this is reasonable.
In the case considered in this paper, the overall goal of this work is to permit large-scale global aeroe-
lastic shape optimization. Global optimization is particularly useful when the design space is known to
be multimodal, and the overall goal is to locate the globally optimal solution. In the first instance, only
sectional changes are considered and since fixed planform wing optimization is generally considered to be
unimodal (to within numerical tolerances) [41], a gradient-based sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
optimizer (which solves non-linear constrained optimization problems) is used. Future work will consider
planform changes, where global optimization algorithms become necessary. The chosen optimizer is the
Sparse Nonlinear Optimizer (SNOPT) [42].
The gradient-based optimizer requires the sensitivities of the cost and constraint functions with respect
to each design variable at each major iteration. For this work, a second-order finite difference stencil is used
so for each design variable, two extra flow solutions are required (one each for the positive and negative
perturbations) to evaluate the sensitivities. For computational efficiency, a parallel decomposition of the
gradient evaluation is employed such that each design design variable sensitivity is assigned to its own CPU,
which handles the geometry (and CFD volume mesh) deformations and flow solutions. Once the gradients
are evaluated, these are passed back to the master process where the optimizer update occurs.
V. Wing Optimization Results
For this work, two optimization cases are consider. Case I involves the optimization of the rigid MDO
wing at the trimmed cruise flight condition (CL = 0.4 at M∞ = 0.85). Case II then involves the static
optimization of the aeroelastic MDO wing at the trimmed cruise flight condition. Hence, both cases are
static optimizations (flow only), but with the aeroelastic solver used to define the aeroelastic deformation.
V.A. Case I: Optimization of rigid MDO wing
Table 2 gives the optimization results of case I, which is the static optimization of the rigid MDO wing,
while figure 7 gives the convergence of the optimizer. Both constraints are satisfied and the drag has reduced
substantially. Figure 8 shows the surface pressures of the baseline and optimized wings, and demonstrates
that the result is shock-free at the design condition. Since this problem is inviscid, the two primary sources
of drag are wave drag and induced drag. As the problem is shock-free, wave drag has been substantially
reduced. Induced drag is reduced through the use of twist, and as can be seen in the aerofoil stacks in figure
9, the wing has been twisted. Otherwise, relatively small changes to the aerofoil sections have occurred.
Table 2: Optimization results of case I - rigid MDO wing
CL CD CMx CMy ∆CD
Initial 0.4 0.0157 0.184 -0.481 -
Optimized 0.4 0.0123 0.173 -0.470 -21.7%
The static rigid optimizations have produced the expected shock-free result at the design condition,
however, it is interesting to see how this wing performs under aeroelastic loading. Hence, the case I optimized
wing is run with the structural model to determine the aeroelastic solution. Table 3 gives the force coefficients
of the aeroelastic MDO wing and the aeroelastic solution of the optimized rigid wing, while figure 10 shows
the surface pressure coefficients. Figure 11 show the wing shapes. It should be noted that all wings are
trimmed to CL = 0.4. Clearly the aeroelastic solution of the optimized rigid wing has a shock structure,
with a single shock at the inboard and outboard sections, and a double shock midspan and this has resulted
in an overall drag increase. Also, the extra outboard load of the rigid optimised wing has resulted in a lower
tip deflection. It is well known that single-point drag minimization produces highly optimised point-design
solutions with poor off-design performance [43], so this trend is not surprising. However, this does suggest
that perhaps performing static optimization of the MDO wing aeroelastic shape could mitigate this.
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Figure 7: Optimizer convergence of case I
Figure 8: Surface CP of initial and optimised wing shapes for case I
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Figure 9: Aerofoil stacks of initial and optimised wing shapes for case I
Table 3: Forces of aeroelastic MDO wing and aeroelastic solution of optimised rigid wing
CL CD CMx CMy ∆ztip
MDO 0.4 0.0179 0.144 -0.386 6.16m
Optimised 0.4 0.0193 0.130 -0.368 4.94m
Figure 10: Surface CP of MDO wing and case I result under aeroelastic loading
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Figure 11: Comparison of rigid and aeroelastic MDO wing shapes, and case I result wing under aeroelastic
loading
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V.B. Case II: Optimization of aeroelastic MDO wing shape
The second case is the optimization of the aeroelastic MDO wing shape. For this case, the aeroelastic solver
was run to convergence to obtain the aeroelastic wing shape. Aerodynamic shape optimization was then
performed on that aeroelastic wing shape. Table 4 gives the optimization results while figure 12 shows the
optimizer convergence. As in case I, the optimizer has reduced drag substantially while the two constraints
are active. Figure 13 gives the surface pressures, showing a shock-free solution being achieved. Furthermore,
while not being considered in the optimizations, the moment coefficients show an interesting trend. In case
II, the root bending moment has increased, indicating that load has been shifted outboard (this is also shown
in the surface pressures).
Table 4: Optimization results of case II - aeroelastic MDO wing
CL CD CMx CMy ∆CD
Initial 0.4 0.0179 0.143 -0.386 -
Optimized 0.4 0.0126 0.177 -0.432 -29.7%
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Figure 12: Optimizer convergence of case II
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Figure 13: Surface CP of initial and optimised wing shapes for case II
VI. Conclusions
Low-dimensional, efficient multi-disciplinary optimization is presented for aero-structural wing optimiza-
tion. While much aero-structural optimization work to date has considered high-fidelity, many-variable
problems, little work has considered the possibility of reducing the dimensionality of the problem. Lower-
dimensionality problems often have positive effects on the convergence of the optimization algorithm as well
as possibly laying the foundations for the use of population-based global algorithms. As such, the authors
have previously presented an efficient method for determining aerofoil deformations via singular value decom-
position. These have been shown to provide a highly efficient set of design variables for optimization. Hence,
in this paper, these are being applied to multi-disciplinary optimization. This work considers these for fixed
planform drag minimization as proof-of-concept that these modes can be applied within a multi-disciplinary
optimization framework.
The compact aerofoil design variables are applied sectionally for inviscid drag minimization subject to lift
and internal volume constraints. Two cases are investigated, with the first being drag minimization of a rigid
wing in transonic flow and the second being optimization of an aeroelastic solution. Shock-free solutions
were demonstrated for both cases, demonstrating the effectiveness of this reduced set of design variables for
optimization. Hence, this approach can help introduce global optimization methods (where a reduced set
of design variables is important) into the multi-disciplinary optimization process. Future work will consider
this.
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